The irreducible modular representations, the blocks, and the defect groups of finite metabelian groups are determined. Also the dimensions of the principal indecomposable modules are computed.
Introduction.
Let G be a finite metabelian group and 0 be an algebraically closed field with characteristic p dividing the order \G\ of G. The purpose of this paper is to determine the irreducible representations over ÎÎ, the blocks (^-blocks), the defect groups of G and the dimensions of the indecomposable components of O.G. This is done by applying a number of fundamental results due to
Brauer, found in Curtis-Reiner [6, Chapter XII] , to the results of [l] . In §2 we fix the notations. We prove a lemma in §3 and apply it to determine the irreduc- We make a note about Brauer characters that will be used several times in Proof, (a) Let K = K(H). For x e G assume r'(kx) = r'(k) fot all k £ K.
Then r'ik~lkx) = 1 or k ~ 1kx = k~lx-lkx is in kerr' O A = kerT' n A = H.
Thus zä~ x-zex e £ and x e K. Hence for each x ¡É K there exists at least one k £ K such that t ikx) ¡t r (&). Thus K is the inertia group of r and r has |G/K| distinct conjugates which we denote by r , r ik) = r ikx 
